
It’s Official – White House Ukraine Crisis is Manufactured – Pelosi Says if Russia
Doesn’t Invade Ukraine, It Proves Strength and Brilliance of Joe Biden Policy

Description

USA: There it is.  Whoopsie, Pelosi just gave the game away.

We have been looking for this exact political construct and today we got it.  Nancy Pelosi appears on 
ABC This Week with George Stephanopoulos to discuss current events. This was all planned in
advance.  This is guaranteed to be a political pantomime.
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https://youtu.be/UTP3C21NICk
https://youtu.be/UTP3C21NICk


The first topic is the “Russia-Ukraine crisis,” with Stephanopoulos asking Pelosi directly if she believes
Russian President Vladimir Putin is about to invade Ukraine.  Nancy Pelosi’s response [Transcript Here
] tells us all we need to hear:

PELOSI: “Well, I think we have to be prepared for it. And that is what the president is — yes, I do 
believe that he is prepared for an invasion. I also understand why the President of Ukraine wants to 
keep people calm and that he wants his economy not to suffer. But, on the other hand, if we were not 
threatening the sanctions and the rest, it would guarantee that Putin would invade. Let’s hope 
that diplomacy works.
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https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/week-transcript-13-22-speaker-nancy-pelosi-sen/story?id=82849151
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/week-transcript-13-22-speaker-nancy-pelosi-sen/story?id=82849151


It’s about diplomacy deterrence. Diplomacy deterrence. And the president’s made it very clear. There’s 
a big price to pay for Russia to go there. So, if Russia doesn’t invade, it’s not that he never 
intended to. It’s just that the sanctions worked.” … “I’m very proud of the work that the president 
has done.” (read more)

Can you see the domestic political scenario that has been created out of thin air?

Democrats need a win on something; anything, to shift the narrative and change the reality of their
failure into an illusion of success.

First, accuse Vladimir Putin of doing something he never intends to do, a fabricated scenario.  Second,
tell the world you will strongly respond to the fabricated scenario.  Third, tell the world the exact date
when the fabricated scenario is supposed to happen.  Then, when the fabricated scenario never
happens, it is because you are so brilliant and strong to have outmaneuvered and cowed the Russians.

Declare the absence of the Ukraine invasion event as the result of your brilliance and announce a
foreign policy victory.  That, my friends, is exactly what has taken place.

Yes, this is exactly how pathetic they are.

.

The fact they made this “Ukraine crisis” out of thin air, is what reconciles this:

Category

1. History-Archaeology-Past Mysteries
2. Main
3. Politics-Geopolitics-Gov.-Events

Date Created
02/15/2022
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